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According to the Nazi ideology, Jews 
constituted the greatest threat to Ger-
man society and racial purity. For this rea-
son, their rights were gradually limited with 
isolation in designated areas after the war 
broke out. Then, they were murdered in death 
camps and other murder sites. 

However, Jews were not the only group persecuted 
by the Nazis. Even before the Second World War 
had begun, they sought to ‘purify’ German society 
from all ‘racially different’ groups (to which Sinti 
and Roma belonged, alongside Jews), as well as 
persons with physical disabilities, mental-health 
difficulties and ones considered to be anti-social. 
The last-mentioned group included homosexuals 
and prostitutes and, given their nomadic lifestyle, 
Sinti and Roma. Political opponents (mainly 
socialists and communists as well as various 
union and social activists opposed to the Nazis) 
constituted a separate category. They were 
incarcerated and placed in concentration camps 
that were under construction as of 1933.

The Nazis justified the policy of exterminating 
physically and mentally challenged persons by the 
need to eliminate ‘inferior’ and ‘flawed’ individuals 
from society in order to improve its fabric. They 
did so with reference to the views of 19th-century 
advocates of the negative eugenics theory. By 
recognising theories on inherited intelligence, 
they postulated the purging of people with mental 
conditions to halt the process of passing on their 
‘handicap’ features. People were therefore divided 

into two categories: ‘worthy’ individuals 
(enjoying full civic rights) and those 

‘useless’ not only denied equal rights, but 
primarily the right to live. 

Several months after the Nazis gained power, 
a law was enacted on 14 July 1933 ‘to prevent 

the birth of offspring with hereditary diseases’. 
Over time, that regulation was used to forcibly 
sterilise people with mental illnesses and those 
suffering from epilepsy, deafness, blindness and 
physical deformities. That group also included 
alcohol addicts, who were subject forced 
sterilisation. According to estimates, between 
200,000 and 380,000 persons underwent the 
treatment pursuant to that law by 1938. However, 
no attempts were made to murder them before 
the Second World War. A certain type of exception 
and impulse toward adopting such a decision later 
in the autumn of 1939 was a certain Kretschmar 
child case. Most likely in early 1939, Hitler’s office 
received a letter from the father of an infant born 
with a physical deformation (a missing foot and a 
forearm) and a mental illness. The child was also 
blind. The father requested the ‘grace of death’. 
The Führer personally instructed Dr Karl Brandt to 
verify that the child was actually ill and, if so, to kill 
him. This was a precedent subsequently exploited 
to deal with terminally ill children.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, 
the Germans proceeded to implement their 
programme of systematic killing of persons with 
mental and physical disabilities. The  scheme was 
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codenamed T4 from the address of its headquarters 
in Berlin (Tiergarten Strasse 4). The first victims 
of those actions, euphemistically referred to as 
the euthanasia (Greek: good death) programme, 
were children. Various state institutions and many 
doctors were engaged to efficiently conduct 
them. With time, adults were also covered by 
the programme. Injections with a fatal dose of 
barbiturates or morphine were used to kill them. 
The gassing of people with carbon monoxide was 
also swiftly adopted for the purpose. The creation 
of euthanasia centres commenced in early 1940. 
Usually, hospitals and psychiatric clinics were 
used to that end. There were six such centres in 
the Third Reich: Grafeneck, Brandenburg on the 
Hevel, Bernburg, Hartheim, Sonnenstein and 
Hadamar. The subjects were selected from among 
hospital and psychiatric clinic patients. They were 
taken to those centres and, after an examination, 
killed. Information on a patient’s demise sent to 
families together with their ashes included a false 
cause of death. It is estimated that by August 
1941 approximately 70,000 persons were killed in 
euthanasia centres.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, 
Operation T4 was already expanded in 1939 to 
include patients in psychiatric hospitals and care 
centres in territories occupied and incorporated 
into the Reich. There were fewer constraints there 
with regard to secrecy and killings were carried out 
by SS and police units. Psychiatric hospital patients 
were murdered as part of Operation T4 in, for 
instance, the GG in Tworki, Otwock, Kobierzyn near 
Krakow as well as Chełm Lubelski. Patients were 
also killed in similar facilities in territories known 
as incorporated into the Third Reich: Międzyrzecz 
(Meseritz-Obrawalde), Owiński near Poznan, 
Poznan (Fort VII), Kościan or Kochanówka near 
Łódź. Persons with physical and mental disabilities 
were also murdered in Bialystok and Vilnius. The 
number of those killed in Operation T4 in occupied 
Poland is estimated at approximately 30,000.

One assumption underlying Operation T4 was 
discrete action so as not to draw public attention to 
the issue of ‘elimination’ of persons with disabilities 
or trigger discussion on this subject. Despite efforts 
to isolate facilities where persons with disabilities 
were murdered and other actions aimed at 
covering up that crime, information on the subject 
became public and aroused opposition. On 6 July 
1941, a pastoral letter from Catholic cardinals 

Michael von Faulhaber and Clemens August von 
Galen as well as evangelical bishop Teofil Wurm in 
which they protested against euthanasia was read 
out in all Catholic churches in Germany. Under 
pressure from the protests, Hitler issued an order 
to suspend the campaign in late August 1941. 
Nevertheless, it continued discreetly until the end 
of the war. Moreover, Operation 14f13 was carried 
out starting from the spring of 1941 with the 
aim of murdering concentration camp prisoners 
incapable of work or deemed anti-social. They 
were brought to euthanasia centres in Bernburg, 
Hartheim and Sonnenstein (now Kalenica). It is 
estimated that by 1943 approximately 20,000 
concentration camp prisoners perished as a 
result. In turn, the total number of Operation T4 
victims gassed, poisoned or shot in 1939–1945 is 
estimated at approximately 200,000.

After the Second World War began, one group 
subjected to complete extermination was Sinti 
and Roma. Before the war, more than 20,000 of 
them had lived in the Third Reich. Already in 1926, 
legal regulations pertaining to ‘Gypsies, peddlers 
and people shirking work’ were introduced in 
Bavaria. On that basis, unemployed Roma people 
were sent to resocialisation centres. The nomadic 
style of some Sinti and Roma was one of the 
arguments used to label them anti-social and to 
oppose mixed marriages in Germany. Ingrained 
stereotypes associated with, for example, 
criminality influenced their negative perception. 
From 1933 on, such legislation extended to the 
entire Third Reich.

The Sinti and Roma, as direct descendants of Aryans 
originating from India, constituted a problem for 
the ideologues of racism. One such theoretician, 
Hans F. K. Günther, argued nevertheless that they 
descended from a ‘lower-class’ of Aryans. According 
to him, that occurred as a result of ‘mixing’ with 
‘inferior’ people (like Semites and Turks). In this 
way, it was demonstrated that their blood was not 
‘purely Aryan’ and thereby constituted a greater 
threat. According to propaganda, their departure 
from India was tantamount to being cursed  by the 
Aryans themselves. According to the racial theory 
prevailing in the Reich, Sinti and Roma were not 
Aryans and their nomadic lifestyle did not fit 
the vision of an ideal German society. They were 
therefore considered criminality-prone factors. 
Just as in the case of the Jewish population, the 
Germans treated persons deemed ‘pure’ Sinti 
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and Roma differently than those of mixed origin. 
Further legal actions and decisions associated with 
their forced sterilisation, destruction through work 
or physical extermination at a later stage were 
not coherent or consistent. In 1935, in accordance 
with executive acts to the Nuremberg laws, Sinti 
and Roma were also deprived of citizen rights and 
deemed a threat to the purity of the German blood. 
This was equivalent to their exclusion from society. 
In order to classify and confirm who to include in 
this group,  a Racial Hygiene and Demographic 
Biology Research Unit was created in Berlin in 
1937, headed by Robert Ritter. Together with his 
team, he visited Roma camps and conducted racial 
studies. For that purpose, genealogical charts were 
used, as were fingerprints and anthropomorphic 
measurements. On their basis, an assessment 
was made of, inter alia, ‘purity of blood’ and any 
foreign mixtures. As a result of measurements 
conducted by the Ritter team, Heinrich Himmler 
issued a decree in 1939 on the ‘Struggle against 
the Gypsy plague’. It stated, for instance, that 
mixed-race Roma are the most prone to engage in 
criminal activities. Over time, they were also found 
to be mentally retarded and thereby incapable of 
social adaptation. In August 1941, a decree was 
published that specified the racial classification of 
the Roma. The group included people confirmed 
to have such ancestry up to three generations 
back with the following categories: ‘pure Gypsy’, 
‘mixed-blood Gypsy”’ and ‘non-Gypsy’.

Earlier, Sinti and Roma had been subjected to 
preventive police controls starting from 1937. 
Some were also placed in the concentration camps 
of Dachau, Buchenwald or Ravensbrück. Further 
legal steps were taken against them and actions 
limiting their freedom did not meet opposition 
from the public or institutions at home or abroad.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, a 
decision was made to deport Sinti and Roma 
from the Third Reich to the General Government. 
They were locked in transit camps and from the 
spring of 1940 onwards transported to ghettos 
and camps in the GG. Over time, Roma from 
the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia were 
also taken there. They were unable to sustain 
themselves in a foreign environment, were isolated 
and could not survive on the rations received and 
died there from hunger and illness. In mid-1941, 
the Third Reich’s authorities recognised that the 
‘final solution’ would also apply to Sinti and Roma. 

They were murdered in death camps intended 
to kill Jews. Roma groups from the Lodz ghetto 
were deported and killed at the Kulmhof camp 
in Chełmno on the Ner. Those from the Warsaw 
ghetto were taken to the death camp in Treblinka 
together with Jews during the ‘Great Action’. Many 
of them were also shot at their places of residence. 
Such executions were conducted in such localities 
as Lokachi or Kostopil in Ukraine. Some died as a 
result of tipoffs from the local populace. That took 
place in occupied Polish territories as well as in 
countries of Western Europe, the Balkans, Ukraine 
and the Baltic states. The largest group of Roma 
was murdered at the death camp KL Auschwitz II-
Birkenau, where they were sent on Himmler decree 
issued in December 1943. A separate section 
called Familien Zigeunerlager (Gypsy family camp) 
was opened there for them. As inmates, they were 
marked with a black triangle (anti-social prisoners) 
and the letter Z (abbreviation for Zigeuner – Gypsy) 
next to the camp number. Approximately 20,000 
people were brought there. Entire families were 
held there until the summer of the following year. 
In the spring, Gypsy prisoners rebelled during 
initial attempts to exterminate them. As a result 
of those actions, the Germans selected those fit 
to work, primarily men, and consigned them to 
labour units. Mainly women, children and the 
elderly were left. On 2 August 1944, those of them 
who did not die from conditions prevailing in the 
camp were murdered in gas chambers. That event 
is the symbol of the Sinti and Roma Holocaust.

Victims of the German extermination policy 
included other social groups such as Jehovah’s 
Witnesses and homosexuals. Jehovah’s Witnesses 
were considered an anti-social element and 
persecuted as early as 1933. One element 
affecting this perception was their refusal of 
military service and the Nazi Heil Hitler greeting 
on religious grounds. In 1936, the Nazi regime 
was condemned at an international convention 
of Jehovah’s Witnesses, which led, for instance, 
to the imprisonment of some of their leaders in 
concentration camps. Subsequently, legislation 
was passed to penalise contacts with Jehovah’s 
Witnesses. After the Second World War broke out, 
that repression was also extended to occupied 
countries. Those unwilling to renounce their 
religion were imprisoned, later sent to camps and 
marked with a purple triangle.
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The Germans also branded homosexuals as an 
anti-social element, thereby subject to exclusion 
from society and placement in concentration 
camps. The basis for their repression was Paragraph 
175 of the 1871German Penal Code defining 
homosexuality as unnatural fornication. Freedoms 
were gradually taken away from homosexuals: 
bars and clubs were closed and subjected to 
public chicanery. They were also targeted by 
propaganda calling them, for instance, ‘anti-social 
parasites’. Only gay men belonged to that group. 
Lesbians, in principle, were not repressed, at least 
not on the basis of Paragraph 175. Gradually, 
German persecution of homosexuals far exceeded 
regulations and penalties stipulated in the Penal 
Code. In 1937, a National Centre for the Struggle 
with Homosexuality and Abortion was established. 
Homosexuals were arrested, imprisoned and 
sent to concentration camps. They were deemed 
a ‘threat to the development of the Aryan race’ 
and sanctions against them bear the hallmarks of 
mass extermination. In camps, they were forced 
to wear a pink triangle badge. The Nazis claimed 
that homosexuality could be cured, among others, 
through hard work, castration or injection of 
testosterone. Persons consenting to such remedy 
could count on better treatment and additional 
food rations. Pseudoscientific experiments were 
also conducted on many of them in concentration 
camps.

Another group persecuted and exterminated by 
the Germans was certain Slavic nations. According 
to the racial theory, they were deemed ‘subhuman’ 
(Untermenschen) and the territories where they 
lived were to be adapted for the expansion of the 
Third Reich. The Germans sought to liquidate them 
through slave labour, as well as extermination 

of their intellectual and leadership elites. Poles, 
Russians, Ukrainians, Belarusians and certain 
Yugoslav nations (mainly Serbs) were shot in mass 
executions or locked in concentration and work 
camps, where they died from exhausting labour, 
abject sanitary conditions, hunger and illness. 
Polish political prisoners, members of intellectual 
and political elites and the clergy were sent to 
prisons, concentration camps, or shot. The Germans 
mainly sought to repress the elites. On 6 November 
1939, during a meeting of academics arranged by 
the Germans, Einsatzgruppen I troops arrested 184 
university professors, primarily from Krakow and 
local secondary schools. They were deported to 
KL Sachsenhausen. The most infamous operations 
waged against Poles were: the ‘intelligentsia’ 
one (Intelligenzaktion) and the Extraordinary 
Operation of Pacification codenamed A-B Aktion 
(Außerordentliche Befriedungsaktion). As a result, 
approximately 60,000 people were murdered 
in 1939–1940. Execution sites such as Piaśnica, 
Palmiry, KL Auschwitz, KL Dachau, KL Mauthausen-
Gusen or KL Gross-Rosen also became symbols of 
their martyrdom. 

One group subjected to particular repression was 
Soviet prisoners of war. This ruthless attitude of 
the Germans toward them stemmed, inter alia, 
from political reasons as they were identified 
with Bolshevism. Together with Polish prisoners 
at KL Auschwitz, they were the first victims of 
experiments with gassing of humans. In March 
1941, KL Auschwitz II-Birkenau was constructed 
to hold Soviet prisoners of war. It is estimated 
that approximately ten million Slavs died during 
the Second World War, including more than three 
million Soviet prisoners. Several million more Slavs 
were sent as forced labour to the Third Reich.
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Other victims 
Of Nazi crimes 

U n i t  1

A copy of an original letter signed by Adolf Hitler 
authorising the T4 (Euthanasia) programme. The text 
of the letter states that Reichsleiter [Philipp] Bouhler 
and  [Karl] Brandt, M.D.  are charged with responsibility 
to broaden the authority of certain doctors to the extent 
that [persons] suffering from illnesses judged to be 
incurable may, after a humane, most careful assessment 
of their condition, be granted a mercy death. [signed] 
Adolf Hitler. USHMM

Children from the psychiatric hospital in Schonbrunn, 
a photograph from 1934. Bauer, Friedrich Franz.  
Public domain/ Bundesarchiv
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Chart  1. PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND TERMINALLY ILL
8.

An excerpt from the 
Diary of Joseph Goebbels, 
23 August 1941.

It is unacceptable that during the war hundreds of thousands of people 
completely unfit for normal life are supported, who suffer complete 
incurable mental retardation and who burden the country’s public 
budget to such a degree that there are nearly no means for social activity.

Quote from: G. Aly, Die Belasteten. Euthanasie 1939–1945 [The burdened ones.  
Euthanasia in Nazi Germany], Polish translation, Wołowiec 2015, p. 56.
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Philipp Bouhler working  
at his desk. USHMM

Philipp Bouhler (1899–1945) was an SS-Obergruppenfuehrer 
who served as chief of Hitler’s chancellery and head of the 
T-4 Euthanasia program. In 1922 he left the department 
of philosophy at the University of Munich to help edit 
Der Voelkische Beobachter, the NSDAP newspaper. 
The following year he took part in the Munich Beer Hall 
Putsch. In 1933 he became a Reich leader of the Nazi 
party and was elected to the Reichstag from the district of 
Westphalia. On September 17, 1934, Bouhler became Hitler’s 
Chief of the Chancellery. In addition he was appointed chief 
of the NSDAP Censorship Committee for the Protection 
of National Socialist Literature and of the Study Group 
for German History Books and Educational Material. In 
September 1939 Bouhler, along with Karl Brandt, was 
tasked by Hitler to develop the T-4 Euthanasia program. 
When a public outcry put a halt to the program in August 
1941, he helped secure the reassignment of T-4 personnel 
to the concentration camps. At the end of the war Bouhler 
sought protection from Hermann Goering, and was at the 
Reichsmarschall’s headquarters in Zell-am-See in May 1945 
when Bouhler and his wife committed suicide  
shortly before the arrival of the Americans. 
USHMM; Sources: Wistrich, Robert. Who’s Who in Nazi Germany MacMillan, 
1982; Zentner, Christian. Encyclopedia of the Third Reich. MacMillan, 1991.

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What type of disability do the children shown in the photographs have?  

Could they constitute a threat to Nazi Germany?
–  Who was the addressee of Hitler’s letter dated 1 September 1939? What was it content?
–  How do you understand Hitler’s term ‘mercy death’?
–  How significant was this letter for the launching of the euthanasia programme codenamed T4? 
–  How did Joseph Goebbels justify the need to kill the terminally ill?  

Could these arguments gain public support? 
–  Who was Philipp Bouhler? What was his political and professional career?  

What role did he play in executing the Nazi euthanasia programme?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What were the underlying assumptions of the euthanasia programme in Nazi Germany?  

What did it entail? Why was it codenamed T4? 
–  When did the Nazis begin caring out the euthanasia programme? Who is responsible for it?  

What were its stages? Who were its victims?
–  What was the attitude of German society to euthanasia? 
–  When and how did the Nazis decide to officially suspend it?
–  How was the euthanasia programme continued until the end of the war?
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U n i t  2

A view of the Hadamar Institute, 
a Nazi euthanasia centre. 
April 1945. USHMM

A portrait of Irmgard Huber, chief nurse at the Hadamar 
Institute, in her office. A photo taken by American soldiers 
soon after the liberation, 1945. USHMM

A view of Hartheim Castle in Austria. 
It was a killing facility involved in the Nazi 

programme known as Aktion T4. USHMM

The Hadamar Institute, near Wiesbaden  
in Hessen-Nassau, was one of six hospitals and sanitoria 

in Germany and Austria in which the Nazi euthanasia 
program was carried out. Founded in 1883 as a 

correctional institution for released prisoners, Hadamar 
converted into a mental health facility in 1906. During 
the early years of the Nazi regime, conditions steadily 
deteriorated due to overcrowding, poor food rations 

and reduced nursing care. In late August 1939, Hadamar 
ceased operating as a mental health facility and was 
turned into a military hospital. The following year, in 

November 1940, it was remodelled for use as a euthanasia 
facility. Code-named Anstalt E (Facility E), Hadamar went 

into operation as a killing centre in mid-January 1941 
under the direction of Dr Ernst Baumhard. For the next 
eight months busloads of patients arrived daily at the 
facility and a staff of approximately 100 ran the killing 
operation. After the victims were offloaded, they were 

ushered into a reception room where they were weighed 
and photographed before being led to the gas chamber, 
disguised as a shower room, in the cellar of the Institute. 

Between January and August 1941, more than 10,000 
disabled adults were gassed and cremated at Hadamar. 

However, after a hiatus of one year, the facility was 
reactivated as a euthanasia-killing centre in August 1942. 

USHMM; Sources: Heberer, Patricia. ’T4 and Hadamar: The Systematic 
Murder of German Patients as a Training School for the “Final Solution”’ 
(unpublished article, 5 April 2002); Hadamar, Aktion Reinhardt Camps. 

http://www.deathcamps.org (22 February 2003).

C h a r t  1 .  PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND TERMINALLY ILL
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One of the red omnibuses 
(photo: approximately 1940). 

Such vehicles were used to 
transport patients from care 

facilities (state, private, church, 
etc.) to one of six death camps 

operating for purposes of Aktion 
T4. Persons with disabilities 

were gassed there using carbon 
monoxide. Public domain

Recollections of Ludwig 
Schlaich, head of 
a treatment facility 
in Stetten near Stuttgart 
on the removal of patients 
from this institution.

Most of our patients looked on at this demonic injustice in the name of 
which they were punished with death for a burden they have to bear 
their entire life, an illness also depriving them of the ability to defend 
themselves, and understood nothing. R. W. sat in his wheelchair with 
paralysed legs and lamented, overwhelmed with a sense of complete 
vulnerability (he survived): ’Where could I escape and who would hide 
me, who will defend me? In my case it is visible from far that I am a 
parasite and am incapable of anything.’ One evening, an epileptic, who 
always knew everything, came to the bedroom with the following 
news: ’The buses will come again in two days.’ M.G, who lay already 
in bed in an adjacent hall heard this, got up agitated and in despair 
ran to the caretaker to tell her how afraid she was. On the day when 
M.G. was to be taken, the caretaker called her to her room in order to 
tell her this. M.G., however, spoke first: ’Klara, I already know that I’m 
going. That’s why I was so agitated, so terribly afraid.’ She began crying 
in despair and asked the caregiver to forgive her for all her mistakes. 
As she was led through the courtyard, through her tears, she loudly 
expressed her great indignation at the injustice done to her and her 
companions in misery: ’Is it my fault that this is the way I am? Why do 
they do something like this to me?’ Terrified, she went with everyone 
to the car.

Quote from: G. Aly, Die Belasteten. Euthanasie 1939–1945 [The burdened ones.  
Euthanasia in Nazi Germany], Polish translation, Wołowiec 2015, p. 74.

A letter of one of the 
victims taken from the 
care-treatment facility for 
persons with intellectual 
disability and epilepsy 
in Stetten near Stuttgart.

My dear parents and siblings! Again I live in fear, because those vehicles 
were here again… If someone is not nervous, he must have nerves of 
steel and iron. You obviously are unable to comprehend this situation. 
When they come and take someone by the neck, I am obviously not 
a weakling, which is clear, if I did not see with my own eyes how they 
wanted to take someone who worked in gardening. These are not 
suspicions, it is all true, as I stated, the government no longer wants so 
many facilities and wishes to side-line us… That is all for today. Your Fr.

Quote from: G. Aly, Die Belasteten. Euthanasie 1939–1945 [The burdened ones.  
Euthanasia in Nazi Germany], Polish translation, Wołowiec 2015, p. 72.

C h a r t  1 .  PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND TERMINALLY ILL
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Disabled Jews, prisoners of 
the concentration camp in 
Buchenwald. A photograph 
taken in 1938–1940. Public domain

The gas chamber at the Bernburg 
Euthanasia Centre, one of several facilities 
of Aktion 14f13 aimed at murdering 
concentration camp prisoners who were ill 
and incapable of work. Public domain

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  At what facilities were persons with disabilities and terminally ill murdered?  

Where were they located and what was their nature?
–  What role did the Hadamar Institute play in the Nazi euthanasia programme?
–  How did the killing of persons with disabilities take place at Hadamar?  

How many people were murdered there?
–  How does one of the patients at Stetten near Stuttgart describe the atmosphere there in a letter  

to her parents and siblings? Why did he fear the arrival of red buses? What could his words  
on the Government’s intent to liquidate facilities and side-line patients mean?

–  How does Ludwig Schleich recall the behaviour of his pensioners when the euthanasia programme 
was carried out? Why did he call decisions to kill the terminally ill as a demonic injustice? 

–  Were patients at the care-treatment facility aware of their fate? How did they react to news  
of removal from the centre? 

–  What was the aim of Aktion 14f13? Where was it carried out?
 
Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  Who was Irmgard Huber? What did she do at the Hadamar centre? What is her responsibility  

and that of other medical staff for the killing of persons with disabilities?
–  How was the euthanasia programme carried out in countries occupied by Germany?
–  Explain the codename 14f13 – a campaign to kill concentration camp prisoners who were ill  

and incapable of work? When and where was it carried out? How many prisoners  
were murdered in this campaign?

–  What was the total number of Nazi victims of the euthanasia programme?
–  How do you perceive differences and similarities between Aktion T4 and the Holocaust of Jews?
–  How are persons with disabilities and terminally ill treated today?

C h a r t  1 .  PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND TERMINALLY ILL
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U n i t  1

Dr Ritter, Research Institute 
of Racial Hygiene:

Chart  2. THE SINTI AND ROMA

We have identified the Roma as totally primitive people of ethnic 
origin, whose mental retardation renders them incapable of real 
social adaptation... The Gypsy question can only be resolved when... 
reproduction of this population of mixed blood is stopped once and 
for all.

Johannes Behrendt, Office 
of Racial Hygiene:

All Gypsies should be treated as hereditarily sick; the only solution 
is elimination. The aim should therefore be the elimination without 
hesitation of this defective element in the population.

 Right to Remember. A Handbook for Education with Young  
People on the Roma Genocide, https://rm.coe.int/168070309

Dr Robert Ritter (far right) 
talking to a Romani woman 

in the presence of a policeman, 
1936. Bundesarchiv R 165  

Bild-244-71, Wikipedia

Eva Justin measuring a Sintesa, 
1938. Bundesarchiv Bild 146-1986-044-08, 

C h a r t  2 .  T H E  S I N T I  A N D  R O M A
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The Sinto Max Friedrich (shown here with 
his wife Grete around 1941) came from 
a traveling family. He was drafted into the 
Wehrmacht in 1941 but expelled a year 
later for ;racial reasons’. In early March 1943, 
he and his wife Grete and their five children 
were deported to Auschwitz. Many German 
Sinti fought for Germany not only in the First 
World War but also in the Wehrmacht from 
1939 on. In 1941, the German high command 
ordered all ’Gypsies and Gypsy half-breeds‘ 
to be dismissed from active military service 
for ’racial-political reasons’. Documentation  

and Cultural Centre of German Sinti and Roma, Heidelberg

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  How did Dr Ritter assess the ability of social adaptation of the Roma?
–  How, in his view, could the ‘Gypsy question’ be resolved?
–  Why did Johannes Behrend state that Gypsies (Sinti and Roma) should be eliminated?
–  What situations are shown in the photographs? 
–  What are individual people doing in these photographs? How could they have felt then? 
–  What did the photographer want to show with these photographs? What do they tell us today?
–  Why was Max Friedrich expelled from the Army and then deported to Auschwitz with his family?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  Who were Dr Robert Ritter and Eva Justin? 
–  What did their anthropological and racial studies entail? 
–  What was their significance for the Holocaust of the Sinti and Roma?
–  What was the fate of Dr Ritter and Eva Justin after the war?
–  What was the subsequent fate of Max Friedrich’s family? How were they able to survive? 
–  Using the example of his fate explain the Nazi policy towards the Sinti and Roma.

U n i t  2

German Sinti and Roma  
await deportation to labour 
camps in occupied Poland, 

Asperg, May 1940. Bundesarchiv 
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An announcement in Polish 
and German restricting the area 

of residence of Gypsies in the 
Warsaw district from  

1 June 1942. Pursuant to it, 
Roma were forced to reside in 

the Warsaw ghetto without the 
ability to leave. Additionally, 

this order allowed confiscation 
of their movable property and 

their deployment  
to labour camps. USHMM

A German soldier performing 
a search on a Roma (Gypsy) man 

forced to stand with his arms 
in the air (Photo: ca. 1940 in 

occupied Poland). USHMM

Roma (Gypsies) weaving baskets in the Rivesaltes internment 
camp, 1941–1942. This camp was one of 30 operating 
in Vichy where 3,000 to 6,000 French Roma were held. Living 
conditions in the camps were similar to those of concentration 
camps. Many Roma held there died from diseases and hunger. 
The camps operated until May 1946. USHMM

Roma and Sinti in a Nazi German 
labour camp in Belzec in 

occupied Poland, 1940.  
Public domain
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ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  From what countries did the Sinti and Roma originate and where were they brought? 
–  What was the purpose of their deportation? Who carried it out? 
–  What was the situation of the Roma in occupied Poland? List some restrictions  

and limitations placed on the Roma. 
–  How did Vichy France authorities treat the Roma? Where were they held and in what conditions?
–  What conditions prevailed in labour camps for the Roma in occupied Poland? 
–  Were all Romani deported there capable of work? 

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What was the purpose of deporting the Roma to labour camps? 
–  How did the Nazis justify anti-Roma restrictions? 
–  Why were the rights of the Roma restricted in other occupied countries and why were  

they sent to labour camps?
–  What similarities and differences do you see in the treatment of the Roma and the Jews? 
–  Why did the Germans confined the Roma in Jewish ghettos?

U n i t  3

The Roma girl Settela Steinbach 
staring out of a deportation 

train in the Westerborg camp. 
Settela was born in 1934 

in Limburg, the Netherlands. 
During the war, she was 

imprisoned in the Westerbork 
camp. On 19 May,1944, along 

with other family members, 
she was deported to Auschwitz-

Birkenau, where she was 
murdered. Yad Vashem

An excerpt from an account 
of Jerzy Adam Brandhuber, 
an Auschwitz prisoner:

Brought in at the start of 1943 the Gypsies placed in section BIIe in 
Birkenau walked around in their civilian clothing. On the left front of 
their outer clothing they wore a sewed on upside down black triangle. 
On the right side of the triangle slightly downward was the letter Z 
(from the word ‘Zigeuner’) and alongside a prisoner’s number (…). 
As for the Gypsies from section BIIe, we were instructed before their 
arrival to prepare 30,000 rag tags in the Bekleidungskammer with the 
above described insignia that they later wore.
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Dina Gottliebova, a talented 
artist and prisoner of a Roma 
camp recommended by 
SS Dr Josef Mengele; in 1944, 
she painted pastel portraits 
of Roma who he used for 
pseudoscientific experiments. 
Wikipedia/PMAB

Three SS officers socialising on the grounds of the SS retreat 
outside of Auschwitz, at ’Solahütte‘, 1944. Left–right ]: 
Richard Baer (Commandant of Auschwitz), Dr Josef Mengele 
and Rudolf Höss (a former Auschwitz Commandant).  
Wikipedia.org

An excerpt from an account 
of Helmut Clemens on 
the medical experiments 
of Dr. Mengele.

I was there when Mengele sought out twins for his experiments. I had 
to bring them to him and he gave them special numbers. I was not 
allowed to be present during the experiments. He then always sent me 
somewhere. One time, I accidentally happen to be in the room where 
Mengele conducted his experiments. I saw how he gave the children 
eye-drops with some liquid after which they had greatly enlarged 
pupils. Several days later I saw the corpses of these children in the 
morgue.

A testimony of Helmut Clemens, a prisoner at the Zigeunerfamilienlager, acting  
as a messenger for Dr Mengele. Memoirs. Gypsies at the Auschwitz-Birkenau  

concentration camp, München– London–New York–Paris 1993, vol. 2, 1494.
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An excerpt from 
a testimony of Vera 
Alexander, a Jew who 
survived Auschwitz: 

One pair of twins called Guido and Nina was barely older than four. 
Mengele picked them up and brought them back mutilated in a 
perverse way. They had been sewn together at the back like Siamese 
twins. Mengele had also connected their veins. Their wounds were 
suppurating, they cried day and night. Their mother, I remember that 
she was called Stella, had somehow been able to get hold of some 
morphine and used it to put an end to the suffering of her children.

Right to Remember. A Handbook for Education with Young People on the Roma Genocide,  
second edition 2017, written by Ellie Keen, edited by Rui Gomes.

When I went in [to the camp hospital], the children cried and asked, 
‘Uncle, give bread, give sugar’ … . For me those were the most 
difficult moments I experienced in the camp. Not the beating, not the 
interrogation, but those children.

Dr Frantisek Janouch, a Czech prisoner employed as a doctor  
in the ‘Gypsy’ camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau 

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  From where and in what conditions were the Roma deported to Auschwitz?
–  In what part of the Auschwitz II-Birkenau camp were the Roma placed?
–  How were they marked? In what conditions did they live?
–  Who was Dina Gottliebova? What task did she perform for Dr Mengele at the Auschwitz camp?
–  What did Helmut Clemens do at the ‘Gypsy family camp’ in Auschwitz?  

How does he recall Dr Mengele and his medical experiments? 
–  Who are the victims of Dr Josef Mengele’s experiments? What did they entail?
–  Why was the visit to the hospital for Roma children at the Gypsy camp in Auschwitz by  

Dr Frantisek Janouch the most difficult time during his stay at the camp?
 
Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What is the story behind the photograph of Stella Steinbach? Who identified her and when?  

Why was she for years considered a Jewish girl?
–  When and for what purpose did the Germans set up a Gypsy family camp in Auschwitz?  

In what conditions were the Sinti and Roma held there? What was their fate?
–  Where are the drawings of Dina Gottliebova stored today? What significance do they have for us?
–  Who was Dr Josef Mengele? What was his professional career? What did his service  

at Auschwitz entail? What did he do after the war? How did he avoid punishment for his war crimes? 
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Ustashe guards in the Jasenovac 
concentration camp stripping 

newly arrived prisoners  
of their personal possessions, 

1941–1945. USHMM

U n i t  4

Serbs and Gypsies rounded up 
for deportation marched to 

the Jasenovac concentration 
camp under Ustashe guard, 

1942–1943. USHMM

An excerpt from an 
account of Krešimir Vinaj, 
an artisan from Dalj on the 
deportation of Roma.

I am aware that a municipal notary in Dalj, together with the local 
militia and armed men, arrested all members of eleven Gypsy families 
from Dalj, on one night in June 1942. This had been ordered by one 
named Katić, district commander from Osijek. The other day members 
of these gypsy families were taken to a concentration camp from where 
they never returned. These gypsies were craftsmen, tough-makers, and 
were honest and hardworking citizens…

From the indictment of Andrija Artuković in 1951

A testimony of Joka Nikolić, 
a Roma survivor from 
Šarapovo near Čazma.

They have opened our wagon. There is no station. On my left I see a tall 
chimney, on my right the settlement. On the left I notice a large group 
of people milling around, some kind of interaction, commotion. Yes, 
that is the factory. I thought so. They forced us out of the wagons, and 
lined us up. Both sides, from the wagon to the camp area, at that time 
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I did not know it was a camp, let alone that I was in Jasenovac, were 
lined with Ustashe. They led us down to some sort of shed and took 
all of our belongings. They took everything, things of value, as well as 
things that could not have possibly had any value. 
We are ordered to form a column. An Ustashe in front of us. Leading 
us somewhere. We pass by a lake. They take us to some kind of wire 
surrounded area. I mean, this was hard to watch, let alone talk about 
how hard it was to experience it personally.

‘Poruke‘ -Magazine of the Jasenovac Memorial Area,  
yr. 7, no. 1. (10.), p. 4. Ownership: Jasenovac Memorial Site

The Ustashe militia 
executing prisoners near 

the Jasenovac concentration 
camp, 1942–1943. USHMM

An excerpt from an account 
of Stjepan Nikolić from 
Velika Gorica on the killing 
of Roma in Jasenovac:

Me and other 34 gypsies were separated from a large group and 
assigned to work on potato digging and weeding … On the same day, 
our wives and children were taken to the dug-out pits, which were 6 x 
8 m in length, and 3 or 4 meters high, and were killed there, children 
too. I went to work on cleaning the railway for eight days, that is how 
long I stayed in Jasenovac, and every day I saw large groups of gypsies, 
several hundred accompanied by Ustashe, to the pits and killing 
them… When the hole was filled with corpses, they were not all dead 
immediately, first, they were covered with a thin layer of earth and then 
with lime, and each time I saw the surface of that hole moving, which I 
believe happened because people were still alive …

Stjepan Nikolić from Velika Gorica on the killing of Roma in Jasenovac  
(from the Public Prosecutor’s Office records, District in Velika Gorica, in 1952)

An excerpt from testimony 
of Toso Mitrovic from the 
village of Novi Jankovci 
about executions in the 
camp. 

I was taken to the camp in 1942 in May, with me another 830 gypsies 
were sent to Jasenovac… While we were in the camp, me and the others 
that managed to escape, we saw Ustashe killing people with hammers, 
sticks, axes, shotguns, bombs, pistols, and all other means. When they 
were killing children and women, I was only 810 meters away, and 
when we looked they ordered us to turn to the other side and that time 
my four children were killed, both my wife and my mother.

(from a letter by Romani from St. and N. Jankovci who were in the camp located in  
Jasenovac and Gradiška). Source: https://rmcu.hr/testimonies/?lang=en 
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ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  Who arrested the Roma in Dalji?
–  How does Joka Joka Nikolić recall his arrival at the camp in Jasenovac?  

How did the Ustashe behave towards the newly arrived prisoners?
–  How does Stjepan Nikolić recall the execution of Roma at the Jasenovac camp?
-How did the Ustashe torture Roma prisoners at the Jasenovac camp? 

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What was the situation of the Roma in Yugoslavia before the war? Where do they live?  

What did they do?
–  How did this situation change during the war? What were the assumptions and purposes  

of the anti-Roma policy of the Ustashe government in the Independent State of Croatia? 
–  How were the Roma persecuted by the Ustashe?
–  How many Roma did the Ustashe murder at the Jasenovac camp and other execution sites?

Chart  3. JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES AND GAY MEN 

U n i t  1

The first page of a resolution adopted by 7,000 
Jehovah’s Witnesses on 25 June 1933 in Wilmersdorfer 
Tennishallen in Berlin against the ban on Jehovah’s 
Witnesses activity. Public domain

Title of the periodical Nowy Dzień dated 15 November 
1936 exposing the persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses 
by the Third Reich. Public domain
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Excerpts of an account 
given by Jan Otrębski 
about the circumstances 
of his arrest, arrival 
at and internment 
in KL Auschwitz.

 

The direct cause of my arrest was preaching the Good News. I got to 
know a family of 12 who were keenly interested in the Bible. They were 
making rapid progress. Secret agents found out that I visited the family 
at home on Thursdays. They surrounded the place and arrested all of 
us. It was 24 June 1942. I managed to hide the materials (literature and 
the Bible). I had buried them in the garden, so when the search was 
conducted, nothing was found. […] The Gestapo ordered my arrest, 
and I was taken to Sosnowiec. I was kept in dungeon for four days. 
I was interrogated. They wanted to me sign a declaration renouncing 
my faith. I did not sign; I asserted that faith was the purpose of my life.
After four days I was taken to prison in Będzin. We made cellophane 
ropes there. If someone did not make 100 meters of rope a day, he 
was not given any food. Others were making bags for flour and sugar. 
From there I was taken to prison in Mysłowice […]. I was in cell no. 
3. It was a sitting cell. In the beginning, I was whipped 25 times. We 
all suffered because of the lice. There were millions of them. We could 
go to the toilet twice a day for a few seconds. We had to run with our 
hands raised. One day Heiczyk shouted Achtung because an SS officer 
was passing by. I did not react, and I was beaten so brutally that I could 
hardly go to my cell. I was in Mysłowice for three months; of course, 
I was under investigation all that time. On 15 September 1942, we were 
transported to Auschwitz.  

T. Wontor-Cichy, Imprisoned for Their Faith. Jehovah’s Witnesses in KL Auschwitz, Oświęcim 2003, p. 130.

Two concentration camp 
badges bearing purple triangles 

worn by Jehovah’s Witnesses. 
The badge with prisoner 

number 46436 was issued 
in Sachsenhausen to Albert 

Jahndorf; the badge with 
prisoner number 1989 was 

issued in Ravensbrück to 
Luise Jahndorf. USHMM

Excerpts from Hendrik van 
Duren recollections of his 
internment in different 
concentration camps, 
including KL Auschwitz.

 

I was arrested on 10 February 1941, in the territory of the Netherlands, 
but it was only on 8 July 1941, when I, with a group of 40 Jehovah’s 
Witnesses and 20 other prisoners, was put into KL Sachsenhausen. 
Many Jehovah’s Witnesses from Germany had already been sent there. 
We managed to meet every Sunday and discuss the Bible.
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From Sachsenhausen I was transferred to the camp at Lichterfelde. 
Jehovah’s Witnesses worked clearing the rubble of houses that had 
been demolished. Others were banned from entering those sites, and 
we had to risk our lives to work there.

[…] On arriving in Auschwitz, I was not aware of what was going on 
there. To me, this camp was mysterious. Most of the crimes committed 
by the Third Reich were announced to the world after the war.

After arrival to the camp, I was photographed, I was seated in a chair 
on which there was an inscription: I.B.V., and my number 200017. 
I  can remember a barrack full of Jewish girls and women. […] I met 
15 Jehovah’s Witnesses in Auschwitz. The sisters [female prisoners] had 
a little more freedom. They went to the town to do the shopping for 
SS men. They manager to obtain a copy of The Watchtower from an 
indicated address in town, brought it into the camp, translated it, and 
typed in on a typewriter in the house of one of the SS officers. That way, 
spiritual food was delivered directly into the ’lion’s den‘. When we were 
reading The Watchtower, one person stood at the door in order to warn 
us in case of danger.

T. Wontor-Cichy, Imprisoned for Their Faith. Jehovah’s Witnesses  
in KL Auschwitz, Oświęcim 2003, p. 132–133.

A Dutch prisoner registered 
at KL Auschwitz under the camp 
number 25563 and marked with 
the symbol IBV – Internationale 

Bibelforscher-Vereinigung 
(International Association 

of Bible Students). 
Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau

Excerpts from the Henk 
Johannes Jurianus 
Haak’s recollections 
of his internment in 
KL Auschwitz. 

I was transferred to KL Auschwitz from Neuengamme with four political 
prisoners. I took letters from prisoners whose wives were imprisoned 
in KL Auschwitz. After a fond farewell to the fellow believers, we went 
to Auschwitz, escorted by SS men. I had a pocket Bible with me, and 
when they fell asleep, I could read a few excerpts from it. It gave me 
such calmness of heart that it seemed as if God was speaking to me.

After two days and nights, we arrived in Auschwitz. I managed to hide 
the Bible when I was being registered in the camp, and so I could read 
the Word of God every day. I was sent to work in a hospital block, 
where I met hundreds of people. I often asked them if there were any 
Jehovah’s Witnesses, but nobody knew of them.

On the first Sunday when I did not have to work, I continued to look for 
Witnesses in the camp but without result. On the following morning as I 
was eating a piece of bread, two men approached me and asked about 
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Jehovah’s Witnesses in the hospital. I jumped for joy. I had established 
contact with other Witnesses. In that large camp, there were 18,000 
prisoners and only 7 Jehovah’s Witnesses, but it was a great joy to me.

[…] One day we were ordered to load fifty bodies onto a truck. They 
were the bodies of political prisoners and partisans. Those people were 
brought in good health but were later tortured to death. The bodies of 
the murdered were a terrible sight. We had to walk in pools of blood a 
few centimetres deep.

T. Wontor-Cichy, Imprisoned for Their Faith. Jehovah’s Witnesses  
in KL Auschwitz, Oświęcim 2003, p. 128–129.

 ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  How did Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany react to the limitation of their rights by the Nazis? 
–  How did the illustrator of the periodical Nowy Dzień present the persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses?
–  Why was Jan Otrębski arrested by the Gestapo? What was the reason for his imprisonment  

and subsequent placement in a concentration camp? How was Otrębski treated in prison?
–  In what concentration camps was Hendrik van Duren placed? How were Jehovah’s Witnesses treated 

there? Were they able to perform their religious practices in the camp? 
–  What badge did Jehovah’s Witnesses wear at KL Auschwitz? What did IBV mean? 
–  How does Henk Johannes Jurianus Haak recall his deportation and stay at KL Auschwitz?  

What gave him strength to survive? What experiences does he particularly recall?
 
Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  Who are Jehovah’s Witnesses? How many were there in pre-war Germany?
–  What was their attitude towards the Nazi regime and why? Why did they consistently refuse  

to serve the national-socialist state?
–  What category did the Nazis allot to Jehovah’s Witnesses among the persecuted groups? 
–  What were the reasons for their persecution? When did it begin and how?
–  How did the Nazis treat Jehovah’s Witnesses in occupied countries?
–  How many Jehovah’s Witnesses fell victim to Nazi persecution and were murdered?

U n i t  2

An excerpt from Heinrich 
Himmler’s speech: 

We must exterminate these people root and branch. Just think how 
many children will never be born because of this, and how a people can 
be broken in nerve and spirit when such a plague gets hold of it. When 
someone in the Security Services, in the SS, or in the government has 
homosexual tendencies, he abandons the normal order of things for 
the perverted world of the homosexual. We can’t permit such danger 
to the country; the homosexual must be entirely eliminated.

R. Plant, The Pink Triangle. The Nazi War Against Homosexuals, New York 1988, p. 99.

A revised Paragraph 175 
introduced by the Nazis on 
28June 1935.

Paragraph 175: A male who commits a sex offense with another male 
or allows himself to be used by another male for a sex offense shall be 
punished with imprisonment. Where a party was not yet twenty-one 
years of age at the time of the act, the court may in especially minor 
cases refrain from punishment.
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Paragraph 175a: Penal servitude up to 10 years or, where there are 
mitigating circumstances, imprisonment of not less than three months 
[...]

Paragraph 175b: An unnatural sex act committed by humans with 
animals is punishable by imprisonment; the loss of civil rights might 
also be imposed.

https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/pwh/para175.asp

The front page of the 
February 1929 issue of 
Der Stürmer, a Nazi newspaper 
edited by Julius Streicher, 
showing a caricature of Magnus 
Hirschfeld. USHMM 

German students parading in 
front of the Institute for Sexual 

Research prior to their raid 
on the building. The students 

occupied and pillaged the 
Institute, then confiscated its 

books and periodicals to burn 
them. USHMM 

Magnus Hirschfeld (1868–1935) – a German 
physician who focused his career on the study 
of human sexuality. Jewish and homosexual 
himself, Hirschfeld’s personal background played 
an important role in his scholarly and political 
pursuits, as well as his ultimate fate. A part of 
his scientific inquiry was his political struggle 
to end the legal and social discrimination of 
homosexuals. To this end Hirschfeld founded 
Das Wissenschaftlich-humanitäre Komitee 
(Scientific-Humanitarian Committee)  
on 14 May 1897. This led to a thirty-year  
campaign to repeal paragraph 175 of the 
German Penal Code, which designated male  
homosexuality as a criminal offence.  
USHMM; Gay, Raymond Melville. ’Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld’,  
www.stonewallsociety.com/famouspeople/magnus.htm
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An excerpt from 
a testimony of Albrecht 
Becker:

Had I known that the Nazis would imprison me a quarter of a year later, 
I would have stayed [in the US]. But that was a sign of how safe we 
felt as gay people during the Third Reich. Rohm was a gay man. That 
was well known. And everyone said that if he is gay, then we can be 
open about ourselves. And we lived openly. Without mincing words, 
we lived as if being gay was a state religion. Then later, in June 1934 the 
revolt or the matter between Goering and Rohm took place. Rohm was 
the SA man who had the workers behind him. Goering had the officers 
and the nobility on his side. You could read it in the newspapers but 
it wasn’t exactly clear if Goering, if Rohm actually had revolted. [...] 
From June to October, at the end of the year, nothing happened. Then 
suddenly homosexuals were hunted down and jailed.

USC Shoah Foundation

Public domain

Josef Kohout was from Vienna, Austria. After it was annexed by 
Germany in March 1938, German laws were aggressively enforced. 
The Nazi regime viewed homosexuality as a threat to the racial 
health of the Reich and its population policies. The suggestion 
of homosexuality was sufficient for arrest. A Christmas card sent by 
Josef to another man was intercepted and Josef, 24, was arrested, 
charged under Statute 175, and sentenced to prison for seven 
months. In November 1939, the Gestapo placed him in protective 
custody and deported Josef to the Sachsenhausen concentration 
camp. In May 1940, Josef was sent to Flossenbürg. He was registered 
as a Sch-175, Schutzhafling [Protective custody] prisoner, violator 
of paragraph 175. Most prisoners were slave labourers in an SS 
stone quarry or airplane factory. In 1942, Josef became a capo in the 
airplane factory, the only gay capo in the camp. On April 20, 1945, 
Josef was sent on a death march. He was liberated on April 25 by 
American troops. Kohout under a pseudonym Heinz Heger published 
a book Männer mit dem rosa Winkel [Men with the Pink Triangle].

A white badge with an inverted 
red triangle and number 1896 

worn by a gay concentration 
camp inmate in KL Flossenbürg. 

USHMM

An excerpt from the 
recollection of Josef Kohout 
(pseudonym Heinz Heger):

Our block senior and his aides were ’greens’, i.e. criminals. They look at 
it, and behave like it too. Brutal and merciless towards us ’queers’, and 
concerned only with their own privilege and advantage, they were as 
much feared by us as the SS. [...]
In Sachsenhausen, at least, a homosexual was never permitted to have 
any position of responsibility. Nor could we even speak with prisoners 
from other blocks, with a different coloured badge; we were told we 
might try to seduce them. And yet, homosexuality was much rifer in 
the other blocks, where there were no men with the pink triangle, than 
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it was in our own. [...] We were also forbidden to approach nearer than 
five metres of the other blocks. Anyone caught doing so was whipped 
on the ’horse’, and was sure of at least 15 to 20 strokes. Other categories 
of prisoner were similarly forbidden to enter our block. We were to 
remain isolated as the damnedest of the damned, the camp’s ‘shitty 
queers’, condemned to liquidation and helpless prey to all torments 
inflicted by the SS and Capos. 

Heger Heinz. The Men with the Pink Triangles. Alyson Publications 1980: p. 34–37.

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What was the situation of homosexuals in the Weimar Republic? 
–  What penal sanctions did the modified Nazi paragraph 175 introduce for homosexuals? 
–  Why did Himmler consider homosexuality a threat to the German nation?  

How, in his view, did homosexuality have to be addressed?
–  Why was Magnus Hirschfeld presented by the Nazi press in caricature drawings?
–  Under what pretext was Josef Kohout arrested? What was he charged with and on what basis?  

What was his punishment? 
–  What badge did homosexual prisoners in concentration camps have to wear?
–  How were they treated in camps by the SS and kapos? 
 
Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  Why did the Nazis consider homosexuality a threat to the Aryan race? 
–  How was paragraph 175 of the German Penal Code used to justify the policy of discriminating 

against homosexuals?
–  What did the limitation of their rights entail? How were they repressed? 
–  What was the fate of homosexuals in concentration camps?
–  Why was paragraph 175 not repealed in Germany immediately after the war with similar laws  

also continuing to apply in other countries? What effect did this have on the situation  
of homosexuals and difficulty in recognising them as victims of Nazi persecution?
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Chart  4. THE POLES 

The centre of Wieluń bombed by German 
aircraft (Luftwaffe), 1 September 1939. The 

German bombing of Polish Wieluń killed 
1,300 civilians, destroyed 90 per cent of the 

centre, including the hospital. The town 
had no military presence. Public domain

The nine-year-old Ryszard Pajewski  
sitting among the ruins of his home in 

the Praga quarter in Warsaw after it was 
destroyed during a German air raid  
in September 1939.  USHMM/Julien Bryan

Polish soldiers taken captive in a skirmish with Germans at Ciepielów on 
9 September 1939. German soldier is standing over a group of murdered 
Polish prisoners, who, prior to their execution, were ordered to take off 
their military uniforms to look like partisans. Findings reveal that the 
Germans murdered then more than 200 Polish soldiers at Ciepielów. AIPN

U n i t  1
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An account of Stanisław 
Klejnowski concerning 
the execution in Tułowice, 
Sochaczew district.

18 September [1939... together with my colleague Złobicki and several 
hundred other poor fellows we were taken [...] and rushed on the Vistula. 
[...] they lined us right [on] the banks of the Vistula, together with us all 
the seriously injured soldiers. [...] Some soldiers who hid in shrubbery 
started to go out and the Germans did not take them prisoner, but killed 
on the spot. (I’m stressing that the soldiers went out with their hands 
up). Seeing such scenes all the detainees began to cry for mercy, but 
the Germans started to laugh and cried: ’Polish dogs‘. They arranged us 
in two lines, on the right about 150 Polish soldiers, and on the left about 
150 civilians aged 15 to 75. There was also a man who had a small son 
with him, about four years old. [...] As they separated them, the child 
began to weep and cry out to his daddy. The Germans got angry with 
the kid, and drove him to his father. The execution began [...]. When 
they started to shoot, soldiers were jumping to the Vistula. I did the 
same thing, only with the difference that I immediately pressed to the 
bank [...]. The soldiers were swimming, and the Germans were shooting 
them, like wild ducks, so that none escaped their death.

Quoted from: Szymon Datner, Zbrodnie Wehrmachtu na jeńcach wojennych  
w II wojnie światowej [Wehrmacht crimes on prisoners of war during  

the Second World War], Warsaw 1961, p. 54–55.

Poles awaiting execution on the Old Town 
Square in Bydgoszcz, 9 September 1939. 
Having taken control of Bydgoszcz, 
Wehrmacht soldiers gathered civilian 
hostages on the town square. Most of 
them were accused of participation in 
thwarting German sabotage in the city 
that took place in the first days of the 
war. During the first week of occupation, 
Wehrmacht and Einsatzgruppen execution 
squads executed approximately 600–800 
Poles in Bydgoszcz (among others, in 
public executions in the Old Town Square). 
Public domain

The execution of 56 Polish citizens 
in Bochnia, near Krakow, during 
the German occupation of Poland, 
18 December 1939 in a reprisal for an 
attack on a German police office by 
the underground organisation White 
Eagle two days previously.  
Wikimedia Commons/National Digital Archive
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ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What war crimes by Germans are shown in the photographs?  

Where did they take place and who were the victims?
–  How does Stanisław Klejnowski recall the execution of Polish soldiers taken captive  

as well as civilians in Tułowice?
–  Why did German soldiers also murder Polish civilians during the first days of the war?
–  How did they attempt to justify and cover up their crimes committed against Poles?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What was the course and nature of the German attack on Poland in September 1939?
–  What was the reason for the defeat of the Polish Army? How was this impacted  

by the Soviet attack on 17 September 1939?
–  How did German soldiers behave towards Polish prisoners of war?
–  Why were Polish civilians murdered?

U n i t  2

The execution of Polish hostages by an 
Einsatzgruppe (SS death squad) in occupied 
Kórnik on 10 September 1939. It took place 
as part of the Intelligenzaktion (Operation 
Intelligentsia) directed against the Polish 
elite, primarily members of the intelligentsia 
in Polish territories incorporated into the 
Third Reich during which approximately 
50,000 teachers, priests, landowners, 
professionals, social and political activists 
as well as retired military men fell victim 
to planned and methodical executions. 
Another 50,000 were deported to 
concentration camps where only a fraction 
survived. The executions took place from 
September 1939 until April 1940 in various 
regions of Poland. Public domain/ Bundesarchiv

Berlin, 20 October 1939, 
the Protocol of Adolf 
Hitler’s conference with 
Wehrmacht’s head of the 
supreme command Colonel 
General Wilhelm Keitel of 
17 October 1939 on the 
Third Reich’s policy towards 
the General Government 
and the dissolution of 
military administration and 
transfer of power to civilian 
authorities:

The task of administration is not to make Poland an exemplary province 
or a state modelled on Germany, nor an economic and financial reform 
of the country. It is necessary to prevent Polish intelligentsia from 
becoming the leading stratum. Living standards in this country have 
to be kept on a low level; we only want to draw labour from there. The 
administration should also recruit Poles. However, development of 
cells of national life must be prevented”.

Quoted from: Okupacja i ruch oporu w dzienniku Hansa Franka 1939-1945  
[Occupation and the resistance movement in the diary  

of Hans Frank 1939–1945], Vol. 1: 1939–1942, Warsaw 1970, p. 119.
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An alphabetical list with more 
than 61,000 names of highly 

distinguished Poles slated for 
arrest and death in territories 

incorporated into the Third 
Reich in Operation Tannenberg 

aimed at exterminating 
the Polish leadership and 

intelligentsia in 1939. Public domain

A mass execution of Poles by 
Germans in Piaśnica in 1939. 

An execution squadron 
comprised of paramilitary 

Selbstschutz members (Polish 
citizens of German origin). 

Public domain

The expulsion of the Polish population 
from Łódź, 1940. The city of Łódź was 
within the territory annexed by the Third 
Reich. Pre-war provinces of the Polish 
Second Republic: Poznań, Pomerania, 
Silesia, most of Łódź, part of Warsaw 
and several districts of the Krakow and 
Kielce provinces (Dąbrowa Basin) were 
directly incorporated into the Third Reich 
in recognition of their economic value. 
German plans as regards those areas 
entailed their complete Germanisation 
and removal of ’foreign elements’, 
namely Poles and Jews. According to 
a memorandum of the Reich Ministry of 
Internal Affairs dated 2 October 1939, 
those territories were to be settled by 
Germans from the Reich and beyond, 
whereas Poles residing there after 1918 
deprived of their property and resettled 
in the General Government. AIPN
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The arrest of professors during the Sonderaktion 
Krakau. This was a German pacification campaign 
directed against the Polish academic community 
conducted on 6 November 1939 in Krakow. 
It involved the Germans arresting 184 people, 
mainly professors and lecturers at the Jagiellonian 
University and the Krakow University of Mining. 
Most were then sent to the Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp by 8 February 1940  
and some were jailed after that date.  
At least 20 of those arrested died as a result of 
difficult camp conditions or were murdered. 
A painting by Mieczysław Wątorski depicting the events of  
6 November 1939 (Jagiellonian University resources)

An excerpt from 
recollections of Tadeusz 
Drewnowski, a prisoner 
of Pawiak.

On 14 June [1940] [...] twenty people were taken ’in transport‘. There 
was – it was claimed – twice as much in the German escort, armed to 
the teeth. Pawiak chroniclers do not record this transport, they include 
it in the next big transport. I met my mother, we were in despair, we 
were making wild guesses, where the two dreadful wagons went. The 
Pawiak didn’t yet know the name Palmiry. It was not until foresters drew 
attention to the regularity of shots which were coming from the Palmiry 
clearing that the notoriety of Palmiry came to the Pawiak through 
clandestine news-sheets. [...] Since early morning on 20 June all hell 
was let loose for two days. The bars were rattling, lists of names were 
called in cells; from more than a dozen prisoners of our cell perhaps 
three were left. On 21 June they also reached the cell of Mieczysław 
Niedziałkowski. [...] The ’transport‘ included then all those enrolled in 
a long list, about 400 people. [Maciej] Rataj was supported under his 
arms, the battered, the sick, the unfit to get into the lorry themselves 
were pulled from the cells. The wagons were densely planted with SS-
men and alternated with German cars bristled with arms, turned from 
the Pawiak gate to the right. The Pawiak people theorized in length 
about the direction of departure. The prison was thinned out, but – as 
always – not for long.

Tadeusz Drewnowski, ‘Family Prison (3 April–13 September 1940)’ [in:] Wspomnienia  
więźniów Pawiaka [Recollections of Pawiak prisoners], Warsaw 1978, p. 149–150.

Polish female hostages were led to their 
execution at a forest near Palmiry, 1940. The 

executions took place within the framework of 
Aktion A-B, which was aimed that liquidating 

the Polish intelligentsia by the German occupier 
in the General Government in the spring and 

summer of 1940. It was preceded by mass arrests, 
among others, in Warsaw, Kraków and Lublin. 

The arrested were murdered in, among others, 
Palmiry near Warsaw, Firlej and Wincentynów 

near Radom, in the Blizin forest near Kielce 
or sent to concentration camps in Auschwitz, 

Sachsenhausen and Mauthausen-Gusen.  
As a result of Aktion A-B, 3,500 Polish  

social-political activists and intellectuals died. 
Public domain
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An excerpt from a speech 
by Governor General Hans 
Frank  at a meeting with 
police representatives:

Gentlemen! ... I discussed with [Bruno] Streckenbach, in the presence of 
SS-Obergruppenführer [Friedrich-Wilhelm] Krüger, this extraordinary 
pacification programme, purpose of which has been to accelerate the 
liquidation of the majority of the resistance-pushing politicians held 
by us, and other politically suspected individuals, as well as ending the 
traditional Polish crime. I openly admit that the result will be the loss 
of life by several thousand Poles, mainly from the ideological spheres 
of Polish leadership. The order of the day for us, the National Socialists, 
is to undertake that we make every effort to ensure that no resistance 
among the Polish people solidifies. ...

From the minutes of a police meeting on the general questions related to the  
security situation in the GG, 30 May 1940, quote from: Okupacja i ruch oporu  

w dzienniku Hansa Franka 1939-1945 [Occupation and the resistance movement  
in the diary of Hans Frank 1939–1945], Vol. 1: 1939–1942, Warsaw 1970, p. 189–220

An excerpt from 
recollections of Stanisław 
Piwiński of the execution 
of prisoners in Rzeszów:

At about 21.00 in the prison corridor loud commands and orders are 
heard, after a while the door opens in cell no. 43 in which I’m kept 
and I hear a loud cry ACHTUNG! (Attention!). Everyone, and we were 
37 prisoners, stood in two rows at attention. They read off names and 
called to the corridor, putting the prisoners with their faces turned to 
the wall (here the names of those called are listed), we who remained 
in the cell were standing pale, nervous and puzzled about what would 
be next. In a moment there is a short sentence in German (translation): 
For your hostile activities against the Germans you are sentenced to 
death by shooting. After reading the sentence, the men were placed in 
cell 48, and women in the cell on the second floor.

Stanisław Piwiński’s recollections of the execution of prisoners of Rzeszów shot  
on 27 June 1940 in the Lubzina forest near Dębica, quoted from: Krzysztof Świętoń,  

‘Fight for Freedom – Lubzina 1940’ [in:] Dębica City Magazine, 2001, no. 8

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What were the assumptions underlying the Third Reich’s policy towards the Poles?  

What role was the General Government to play in this policy?
–  What social strata in Poland did the Germans consider dangerous and why?
–   What was the purpose of the proscription lists of distinguished Poles and political leaders drawn up 

by the Germans before the war? What does such action signify?
–  What was the Sonderaktion Krakau? Why did the Germans trick the professors into coming to the 

university building to later arrest them? What fate did the arrested professors meet? 
–  What were the codenames of German pacification campaigns aimed at the Polish leadership  

in 1939–1949?  
–  In what conditions were Poles held at the Pawiak prison? Where were they subsequently murdered? 
–  How does Stanisław Piwiński recall the execution of Polish prisoners in Rzeszów?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What role did the German self-defence (Selbschutz) units play in the preparations for and during  

the aggression against Poland?
–  How did the Germans divide up occupied Polish territories? Which were annexed to the Reich  

and which formed the General Government?
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U n i t  3

A roundup in the Warsaw 
quarter of Żoliborz, 1941. 

Roundups were one 
manifestation of German 

terror. They were organised to 
intimidate the population, stop 

a number of random passers-by 
on the streets of occupied cities 

to imprison, resettle or place 
them in concentration camps or 

to send them as forced labourers 
in Germany. In this way, the 

Germans wanted to discourage 
the population from activity 
in the resistance movement. 

Public Domain

–  Why did the Germans resolve to settle Poles and Jews to the General Government from lands 
incorporated into the Reich?

–  Why were the first occupation actions of Germans directed against the Polish intelligentsia?  
What were the stages of this policy and how many victims were there?

–  Where were the Intelligenzaktion and Aktion A-B carried out? 
–  What significance do such sites of German crimes as Piaśnica or Palmiry have for Poles?

An account of Tadeusz 
Kalinowski on the 
roundups.

On the streets there were [frequent patrols of German soldiers]. Issue, 
time, someone was going somewhere, people walked on the streets, 
there were German patrols. But, there were cases when there was the 
call ’roundup’. These were times of peril, because everyone suddenly 
disappeared from the streets. Everyone hid where they could to 
avoid capture, because it was known that those who were caught will 
either end up at Pawiak or will be taken to a camp. Then, there were 
those moments of fright, how to escape great misfortune. Did I see 
[roundups]? Several times I saw roundups, that is, I was at places where 
they took place. I was riding the tram one time and the driver said, 
I don’t know why: ’Look out, something is going on there.’ Suddenly, 
somewhere from the side came out vehicles, Germans jumped out and 
people ran out of the trams and from everywhere. Like a child I hid 
under the bench out of fear. I survived, they did not catch or take me. 
This was probably my luck. This was the time of occupation.

https://www.1944.pl/archiwum-historii-mowionej/tadeusz-kalinowski,2955.html
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An announcement of SS and 
police commanders in the 

District of Krakow, issued in 
Jarosław on 2 November 1943 
on the sentencing to death of 

16 Poles and partial execution of 
this judgment on five of them, 

together with a call to cooperate 
with the German police against 

people responsible for attacks 
on Germans. IPN Archive

The execution of Poles at 
a railway station in Rożki near 

Radom, 12 October 1942. Most 
victims were associated with 

the local arms factory from 
which Vis pistols were stolen 

and subsequently used in 
underground activity. AIPN

The expulsion of Poles from the Zamość region, 1942. 
The pacification began in late November 1942 in the 
district of Skierbieszów and gradually encompassed 
adjacent counties: Hrubieszów, Tomaszów and Biłgoraj. 
The Germans expelled the local population to transit 
camps in Zamość and Zwierzyniec, where selection 
took place. Strong, young and healthy people were sent 
to work in Germany and approximately 20 per cent of 
residents were sent to death camps in Auschwitz or 
Majdanek. The occupiers transported thousands of local 
children to Germanisation centres, the ‘Lebesborn’ in Łódź 
or in Germany. At the Lebensborn, the children could 
not speak their mother tongue and had to forget about 
their parents and families. After several months at these 
centres, the children were brought to German families 
from where most never returned to their homes after 
the war. In total, approximately 110,000 Poles from 297 
villages were expelled from the Zamość region  
and 4,454 children were deported to Germany  
to be subjected to Germanisation. AIPN
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The pacification of the village of 
Michniów in reprisal for aid to 
partisans. On 12-13 July 1943, 
the Germans burnt Michniów 
to the ground and murdered 

204 of its residents, including 54 
women and 48 children. AIPN

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What were roundups? Where were those arrested during roundups brought?  

Why did the Germans organise them? How did they affect Poles?  
–  Why did the Germans take hostages? What significance did public notification  

of executed death sentences on hostages have? 
–  How many executions were public?
–  How did the expulsion of Poles from the Zamość region transpire? What was its purpose and effect?
–  What is the reason for pacifying the village of Michniów? Who fell victim to this crime? 
 
Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What did the reign of terror introduced by the Germans in occupied Poland entail?  

How did it differ from their rule in other occupied countries of Europe?
–  Why were the Germans not interested in appointing a Polish puppet government?
–  What significance did the commonly applied policy of collective responsibility have  

in occupied Poland? 
–  Why did the Germans conduct a purging of the Polish population in the Zamość region?  

What was the purpose of taking children with Aryan features from Polish families?  
What happened to them afterwards?

–  What was the scale of pacification of Polish villages? How many villages were burnt down  
and how many people were murdered in reprisal for aiding partisans?
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U n i t  4

The first mass transport of Polish 
prisoners from the penal colony 

in Tarnów to KL Auschwitz, 
14 June 1940. Public domain/National 

Remembrance Institute 

Karl Fritzsch, Deputy 
Commandant of the 
Auschwitz-Birkenau camps:

You did not come here to a sanatorium, but to a German concentration 
camp from which the only exit is through a chimney. If this does not 
suit someone, he can immediately go to the wires. If there are Jews 
in the transport, they have the right to live no longer than two weeks, 
priests one month and the rest three months [...] For us, all of you are 
not people, but only a pile of manure [...]. For such enemies of the Third 
Reich as you, the Germans will have no consideration and no mercy. 
It will be a real pleasure to drive you all through the grates of the 
crematorium ovens. Forget about your wives, children and families, all 
of you come here like dogs.

Source: State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau w Oświęcimiu

The main gate of the Auschwitz 
camp with the sign ’Arbeit 

macht frei’ (Work sets one free). 
State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau
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Photographs of Edward Galiński, 
who arrived at KL Auschwitz 

on 14 June 1940 in the first 
transport of Polish political 

prisoners. During registration, he 
received the number 531. On 24 

June 1944, he escaped from 
the camp with a female Jewish 

prisoner, Mala Zimetbaum. They 
were caught and brought to 

Birkenau, where Galiński was 
hanged on 15 September 1944 
(Zimetbaum slit her wrists prior 

to the execution). State Museum 

Auschwitz-Birkenau

The execution of KL Auschwitz 
prisoners at the ’Execution 

Wall’ – a painting by the former 
KL Auschwitz inmate W. Siwek. 

State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau

An excerpt from 
a testimony of Wacław 
Wawrzyniak, a former 
Polish prisoner of the 
Mauthausen concentration 
camp:

 

On 28 August 1941, I was arrested ‘für unerlaubtes Rundfunkhören 
in Nichtanwesenheit eines Deutschen’ [for unlawfully listening to the 
radio without a German present]. For this, I was sentenced to seven 
years of hard prison time, which I served in Rawicz until 4 December 
1942. Then I was taken to Mauthausen, where I was to continue serving 
my sentence. The warder at Rawicz prison led us to understand that 
we were being transported away for elimination. At Mauthausen, we 
were given green triangles, despite the fact that all of us, we believed, 
should have been given red ones [green triangles designated common 
criminals, red ones – political prisoners]. [...] Our labour at Gusen 
involved quarrying stone. The work was very hard – people were 
beaten and killed. Six to ten people [note written above text] or more 
[/note] who had collapsed or been killed during work would be carried 
back to the evening roll call.
The morning Appell [German for ‘roll call assembly’] would include 
up to one hundred corpses of prisoners who had died over night. 
The headcount had to tally, which is why everyone was counted at 
Appell – the sick and the dead along with the living. Starvation was 
rife. [...] On 1 April 1943, approximately 200 people were taken from the 
Schonungsblock [German for ‘clemency block’] to the kitchen to peel 
potatoes. They were forced to work twenty-four hours without rest, 
during which time they were beaten and doused with water. 

POLISH SOURCE INSTITUTE IN LUND, Record of Witness Testimony 268.
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Prisoners at forced labour in 
the Wiener Graben quarry at 

the Mauthausen concentration 
camp. USHMM

Alicja Jurkowska’s 
testimony about an 
experimental operation 
in FKL Ravensbrück:

What were the sanitary conditions during the surgery itself, I cannot say 
because I was anaesthetized before being transported to the operating 
room. However, based on dressings, I can state that the basic rules of 
hygiene were not observed: doctors did not wash their hands, often 
approached open wounds with a cigarette or cigar in their teeth, they 
took gauze and bandages with dirty hands and put them on wounds. 
The camp doctors, men, i.e. Rosenthal and Schidlausky, almost always 
came tipsy or drunk. […]. My surgery belonged to the muscular 
infection class. The germs were introduced surgically: my right leg 
muscles were cut down to the bone at a stretch of about 15 cm. I cannot 
say anything about the type and amount of the introduced germ. Large 
amounts of pus flowed out of the wound for two weeks. After this 
period, the whole cut was covered with proud flesh, which was burned 
out with lapis. I went to have the wound dressed regularly for seven 
months, but small amounts of pus were still coming out much later, 

FKL Ravensbruck.1939.  
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-1985-0417-15 /  
CC-BY-SA 3.0
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as the wound opened and suppuration returned when it was cold. In 
addition, my wound was contaminated with small bones, introduced 
during surgery, which made treatment difficult and caused the wound 
to reopen. [...] For three days after the operation, the leg remained in 
a cast, while during the next two dressing changes, i.e. about six days, 
I could not see the wound, because my face was covered with a sheet 
while the dressing was being put in place. It was only during the third 
dressing change when I felt that the wound was cleared of pus, I threw 
the sheet away from my face and saw that there was a 3–4 cm wide cut 
in my leg, through which the bone could be seen. 
 […]. Sometimes Rosenthal, Schidlausky and German nurses applied 
dressings in a particularly painful way, bruising the wound. When they 
asked me if it hurt I tried to remain calm, knowing their tendencies, I 
said that I did not feel any pain, which drove them mad. It was much 
better when, after a period of three weeks, Polish inmates working in 
the infirmary began to change my dressings […]. For about a week after 
the surgery I had a constant temperature between 39 and 40 degrees, 
after which it fell gradually and went into a constant low fever. To make 
observations and experiments more difficult for the Germans, we tried 
not to give them our real temperature readings. The same applies to 
our frame of mind, the most painful places and all questions related to 
the operations. [...]
As for our well-being, despite the fact that each of us felt very depressed 
within, on the outside we tried to keep in good spirits as much as possible, 
pretending to be contented and keeping a stiff upper lip. We refrained 
from mentioning our ailments and emotions in order to create a lighter 
atmosphere for everyone. This was all the more necessary because 
we expected a rapid liquidation of the 16-member group of ‘human 
guinea pigs’, especially since some women from our Lublin–Warsaw 
transport were taken away for executions, and those who had been 
operated on were among them […]. In the camp, the Germans tried 
to foster the opinion that all the ’guinea pigs‘ had volunteered and the 
operations were carried out with our consent, but few believed it, and 
later our protests, which went all the way to the revolt, opened their 
eyes. As for the camp’s attitude towards women who had undergone 
those experiments, it was extraordinary. All fellow inmates tried to help 
the ‘guinea pigs‘ at every step and shared food from the parcels they 
received. Especially deserving of recognition are our fellow inmates 
who worked in the kitchen, who extracted whatever they could from 
German warehouses to provide us with food. Similarly, all those who 
were taken to work outside the camp considered themselves obliged 
to smuggle in food for those who had been operated on.

Ravensbrück. Historia nie do zapomnienia. Perspektywa polska  
[Ravensbrück. A story not to be forgotten. The Polish Perspective],  

Institute of National Remembrance, Poland, Szczecin 2020.

Bogumiła Bąbińska, a Polish 
prisoner at KL Ravensbruck 
showing a scar on her leg 
resulting from an experimental 
operation. She was one of the 
Kaninchen (human guinea pigs), 
a group of Polish prisoners on 
which the Germans conducted 
medical experiments. This 
photo was secretly made by 
the Polish prisoner Joanna 
Szydłowska behind one of the 
camp buildings. The film was 
smuggled out of the camp in 
order to document German 
crimes. Martyrology Museum Under the 

Clock: the Lublin Branch
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ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What was the purpose of Karl Fritzsch’s speech to the newly arrived prisoners at KL Auschwitz? 

What does it tell us about the nature of the camp and purpose of sending prisoners there? 
–  What chances of survival did Auschwitz prisoners have? What did they depend on? 
–  How do you understand the sign on the main gate of Auschwitz: ‘Arbeit macht frei‘?  

How could prisoners have read it?
–  Who was Edward Galiński and what was his fate in Auschwitz? What did prisoners face  

for escaping from the camp?
–  Where did executions of prisoners take place in Auschwitz? What did they look like?
–  How does Wacław Wawrzyniak recall his arrest and dispatch to the Mauthausen-Gusen camp?  

What was the nature of this camp? Where and in what conditions did prisoners work there? 
–  What were the medical experiments conducted on prisoners at FKL Ravensbrück?
–  How does Alicja Jurkowska recall the operation which she underwent at FKL Ravensbrück?  

How did her fellow prisoners provide help? Why were the women experimentally operated  
on called ’guinea pigs’?

–  How were the female prisoners at the Ravensbrück camp able to document criminal  
medical experiments?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  When and for what purpose was KL Auschwitz established? What was its nature  

and how did it change over the time of its existence? 
–  What was the role of KL Auschwitz in the Nazi concentration camp system? 
–  How many Poles were sent to Auschwitz? How many of them were murdered?
–  What role did Mauthausen-Gusen play in Polish martyrology? Who were its prisoners?  

What conditions prevailed in the camp?
–  What was the nature of FKL Ravensbrück? For whom was it intended?  

From what countries did its female prisoners originate?
–  Who were the female Polish prisoners deported there? Why were they sent there?  

How many of them died?
–  What was the fate of FKL Ravensbrück prisoners subjected to medical experiments?  

Why were they called ‘guinea pigs from Ravensbrück’?
–  How many Poles did the Germans murder during the Second World War?
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Chart  5. SOVIET CIVILIANS AND PRISONERS OF WAR

U n i t  1

A Nazi poster with the message 
‘Bolshevism Unmasked’. Note 

that the Star of David is explicitly 
paired with the hammer and 
sickle. https://i.imgur.com/gpqLA.jpg

An excerpt from Adolf 
Hitler’s Mein Kampf; 
also used in Adolf Hitler’s 
speech of 12 April 1921.

For centuries Russia drew nourishment from this Germanic-Nucleus of 
its superior strata of leaders. Today (1925) it has been uprooted and 
obliterated almost without a trace. The Jew has replaced it. Impossible 
as it is for the Russians alone to shake off the yoke of the Jews through 
their own strength, it is equally impossible in the long run for the Jews 
to maintain the mighty empire.

Crystal Rayle, Captives of Hell: The Treatment of Soviet Prisoners of War  
Captured by the Nazi Army 1941– 1942, https://his.uncg.edu/ghro/issues/issue_ 

1/rayle_issue1.pdf [Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939)].

An excerpt from Adolf 
Hitler’s Mein Kampf

Never forget the rulers in present day Russia are common blood stained 
criminals; that they are the scum of humanity which, favoured by 
circumstances, overran a great state in a tragic hour, slaughtered and 
wiped out thousands of her leading intelligentsia […] and now have 
been carrying on the most cruel and tyrannical regime of all time. Nor 
must we forget that these rulers belong to a nation, which combines 
a rare mixture of bestial horror with an inconceivable gift of lying, and 
today more than ever before believes itself called upon to impose its 
bloody oppression on the whole world.

Crystal Rayle, Captives of Hell: The Treatment of Soviet Prisoners of War Captured  
by the Nazi Army 1941– 1942, https://his.uncg.edu/ghro/issues/issue_ 

1/rayle_issue1.pdf [Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939)].

Adolf Hitler, Speech of 12 April 1921. http://history.hanover.edu/ 
courses/excerpts/111hit1/html; 
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German troops walking away 
from a burning Russian village. 

https://i.pinimg.com/736x/af/dd/f7/afd 
df7659b03fdbc48d2cd1bc9d2f6cd.jpg

German troops watching as 
captured Red Army soldiers are 

digging their own grave.  
https://russiapedia.rt.com/files/galleries/anti-

fascists-museum/anti-fascists-museum_33.jpg

An excerpt from a speech 
by General Edwin Reinecke, 
a Reich officer responsible 
for the treatment of POWs: 

The war between Germany and Russia is not a war between two states 
or two armies, but between two ideologies — namely, the National 
Socialist and the Bolshevist ideology. The Red Army [soldier] must be 
looked upon not as a soldier in the sense of the word applying to our 
western opponents, but as an ideological enemy. He must be regarded 
as the archenemy of National Socialism and must be treated accordingly. 
[...] since they were apparently still entertaining ideas which belonged 
to the Ice Age and not to the present age of National Socialism. Under 
the direction of the Commissar Order, immediately after capture all 
Soviet political officers should be killed and that thereafter, under 
a ’special selection program of the SD [Sicherheitsdienst, the Nazi 
Party’s security service], all those prisoners who could be identified as 
thoroughly bolshevized or as active representatives of the Bolshevist 
ideology’ should also be killed.

https://www.historynet.com/soviet-prisoners-of-war-forgotten-nazi-victims-of-world-war-ii.htm
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General Franz Halder, 
the Army’s Chief of Staff, 
described Hitler’s speech:

Struggle between two ideologies. Scathing evaluation of Bolshevism, 
equals antisocial criminality. Communism immense future danger [...] 
This a fight to the finish. If we do not accept this, we shall beat the 
enemy, but in thirty years we shall again confront the Communist 
foe. We don’t make war to preserve the enemy [...] Struggle against 
Russia: Extermination of Bolshevik Commissars and of the Communist 
intelligentsia [...] Commissars and GPU personnel are criminals and 
must be treated as such. The struggle will differ from that in the west. 
In the east harshness now means mildness for the future.

Hillgruber, Andreas (1989). ‘War in the East and the Extermination of the  
Jews’. In: Marrus, Michael (ed.). Part 3, ’The Final Solution’: The Implementation  

of Mass Murder, Volume 1. The Nazi Holocaust. Westpoint, CT: Meckler. p. 85–114.

A mass execution of Soviet 
civilians, 1941. USHMM/Public domain

The SS (Schutzstaffel): 
Heydrich’s guidelines for 
high-ranking SS and police 
leaders in Nazi-occupied 
territories, 2 July 2 1941:

4) Executions
All the following are to be executed:

Officials of the Comintern (together with professional Communist 
politicians in general);

Top and medium-level officials and radical lower-level officials of the 
Party, Central Committee and district and sub-district committees;

People’s Commissars;
Jews in Party and State employment, and other radical elements (saboteurs,  

propagandists, snipers, assassins, inciters, etc.). 
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/heydrich-s-guidelines-for-higher- 

ss-and-police-leaders-in-nazi-occupied-territories-july-1941
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ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  How do you understand the Nazi poster ’Bolshevism Unmasked‘?  

Why is the Star of David incorporated into the sickle and hammer?  
What did the poster author wish to convey in this manner?  

–  How did Hitler perceive Russia? Why did he state that Russia constituted a threat to Germany  
and the world? Who, in his view, ruled Russia and what were its plans?

–  Why did General Edwin Reinecke state that the German-Soviet war was ideological?  
How did he justify the need to liquidate Soviet officers taken captive? 

–  Why did Hitler feel that war with Russia should differ from that in the West? 
–  How do you understand Hitler’s statement: ’In the east harshness now means mildness  

for the future’?
–  What were Reinhard Heydrich’s instructions for high-ranking SS and police leaders concerning 

procedure in occupied territories of the USSR? What groups of people had to be liquidated  
according to these instructions?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  What was the Nazis’ attitude towards communism?
–  What were German-Soviet relations like before the war? 
–  Why did Hitler decided to attack the Soviet Union in 1941?
–  What was the course of Operation Barbarossa? 
–  What was the ’order on commissars‘ and what were its consequences for the fate of Soviet soldiers 

and the civilian population in occupied territories? 
–  What war crimes did the German soldiers commit during the attack on the Soviet Union?

U n i t  2

Red Army soldiers taken captive 
by the Germans, 1941.  
State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau

An improvised camp for Soviet 
prisoners of war, August 1942. 
Public domain/Bundesarchiv 
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Distribution of food in an 
improvised  camp for prisoners 

of war (POWs) near Vinnytsia, 
Ukraine. July 1941.  

Public domain/Bundesarchiv

Soviet POWs transported 
to concentration camps  
in an open-car train, 
September 1941.  
Public domain/Bundesarchiv

An excerpt from a secret 
message on Soviet 
prisoners of war  
at KL Auschwitz:

After the wake-up call, they have to stand for hours in the cold, 
sometimes naked for sport. [...] washing allowed once a week at best, 
lack of clothing which was received for the first time after four months, 
insufficient food – specially cooked soup made of rotten swede, one 
loaf of bread for five with minimal additives and no sanitary care causes 
illnesses such as spotted typhus and Durchfall [German for ‘diarrhea’], 
which turns into an epidemic.

Grypsy z Konzentrationslager Auschwitz [Secret messages from Konzentrationslager Auschwitz] by Józef 
Cyrankiewicz and Stanisław Kłodziński, Introduction and editing, I. Paczyńska, Krakow 2013, p. 352]

Excerpts from an account 
of Franciszek Biernat, 
a former Soviet prisoner 
of war. 

[To work] [...] we went in our torn uniforms, yet clothing was not given to 
us. We therefore wore military shirts and pants. Capital letters SU were 
painted on the backs of shirts. This was a yellow colour and additional 
stripes were painted on the pants. [...] Actually, when we were brought 
to Auschwitz, [...] I lost all my previous clothing. Later, we were issued 
sorts, but were thrown a piece at a time, taking what was at hand. One 
walked around in apparel unsuited to height.

State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau

An excerpt from an account 
of Stanislav Alexandrovich, 
a former Soviet prisoner 
of war:

[...] Block 7 in which we were placed [...] There were openings between 
the wall and roof, windows had no glass, doors were missing and roof 
tiles were not sealed. It was very cold in the blocks. I spent the first 
night on the cot (bunk) on which eight prisoners slapped. When we 
wanted to turn on the other side, one or two people had to get up, 
climb down to the ground and only then was it possible to turn.

State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau
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Soviet prisoners of war in the 
Mauthausen concentration 

camp. October 1941.  
Wikipedia.org

An excerpt of testimony 
of Wacław Wawrzyniak, 
a former prisoner of the 
Mauthausen concentration 
camp.

One day [/note] In June 1943, all the Russian prisoners were summoned 
to the Appellplatz [German for ‘a yard where prisoners were mustered 
for roll call’] and put through a brutal session of ‘sport’, which lasted 
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. There were perhaps 1,000 of these Russians. These 
‘sport’ sessions went on for more or less four weeks. During this time, 
the prisoners were given only half of their normal ration. By the end of 
those four weeks, according to my estimate approximately 500 people 
were left alive. During the ‘sport’ sessions, a kapo named Losa [sic, 
Hans (Johann) van Loosen?] would pick out prisoners whose strength 
was fading, take them behind the shooting range, and, using a thick 
cudgel, force them to do squats. In only a single day, Losy [sic] finished 
off nineteen Russians this way, in return for which he received a cigar 
from the Rapportführer [German for ‘report leader’], Lohse [sic] had 
assistance from a Spaniard named Jozef [sic], who took the prisoners 
who had been clubbed unconscious by Losy and plunged their heads 
into a barrel of water, drowning them.

POLISH SOURCE INSTITUTE IN LUND, Record of Witness Testimony 268.

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  What conditions prevailed in the temporary camps where Soviet prisoners of war were held?
–  In what conditions were the prisoners transported to concentration camps?
–  How were Soviet prisoners of war treated at KL Auschwitz and KL Mauthausen?
–  Why did the kapos and SS men torture Soviet prisoners? 

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  How many Soviet soldiers did the Germans take prisoner? How many died or were murdered?
–  In what conditions were they held? What was the main reason for their death?
–  Why did the Germans treat them worse than other prisoners of war?  

Why did they not observe the Geneva Convention on treating prisoners of war?
–  How did the Germans exploit Soviet prisoners in wartime combat? Why did Soviet prisoners decide 

to join armed formations collaborating with the Germans? What were these formations?
–  What fate befell Soviet prisoners who returned to the Soviet Union from captivity? 
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U n i t  3

The first twelve Soviet partisans 
were hanged in Minsk, among 

them the 17 year-old Maria 
Bruskin, 26 October 1941. 

The Germans hung a sign saying 
‘We partisans fired on German 
troops’ in German and Russian 

on the neck of one of them. 
https://incredibleimages4u.blogspot.

com/2014/12/germans-hanged-soviet-
partisans-1941.html

Recollections of Józef 
Kamiński on a skirmish 
between Soviet partisans 
and Germans in the area 
of Khatyn in Belarus.

In the middle of the day, on Monday, 22 March 1943, sitting at home 
in the village of Khatyn, I heard gunshots near the village of Kozyri 
[Козыри] 4–5 km from Khatyn. It was initially intense followed by 
a lull and then resumed. I do not recall exactly, but, as it appears, at 
approximately 3 p.m. the partisans entered Khatyn and sat down to 
eat. After 90 minutes our village was surrounded by the Germans [and 
Ukrainians] after which a battle took place with the partisans. Several 
partisans in Khatyn were killed. I personally knew, in particular, that the 
corpse of a murdered girl partisan lay in my garden. Then, someone 
told me that she was Jewish. There were conversations among local 
residents, who I do not exactly recall, that the partisans incurred other 
losses, but I personally did not see more of them. I do not know whether 
the Germans suffered any casualties. The partisans withdrew after an 
hour and the German soldiers began to collect the horses and load 
them for themselves [Khatyn residents].

https://kresy24.pl/zbrodnia-w-chatyniu/

A frame from the film Go and Look directed by Elem 
Klimov (1985). It was inspired by the burning of the village 
of Khatyn together with its 149 inhabitants, which the 
German SS-Sonderkommando Dirlewanger carried out 
on 22 March 1943 together with the collaborating ‘black 
police’ comprised of former Soviet soldiers. The Belarusian 
village of Khatyn was one of several thousand villages 
burnt to the ground by the Nazis in 1941. No one would 
have taken an interest in Khatyn if not for its phonetic 
similarity to Katyn, where the NKVD massacred Polish 
prisoners of war in 1940. When Soviet authorities sought 
to erase the shameful memory of the Katyn crime after 
the war, it turned out that the story of the Belarusian 
village could serve this purpose. The story of Khatyn was 
presented in a version serving Soviet propaganda, i.e. 
there was no mention of partisans or that former Soviet 
soldiers stood behind this crime. This village became 
a symbol of a Nazi crime. In Russia as well as in the West, 
the similarity of the names of these localities was meant to 
cause confusion and blur the memory of the Soviet crime 
committed on Polish officers.
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An excerpt from an account 
of Victor Andreevich 
Zhelobkovich on the 
massacre of the civilian 
population in Khatyn: 

That day before dinner my father and I went to the barn, to prepare 
transianka—a mixture of hay and straw—for the cow. Suddenly we 
heard gunshots. We ran into the house, told all the people ... to hide 
in the basement. After some time the members of the punitive squad 
broke through the door to the basement and ordered us all out on 
the street. As we got out we saw that they were chasing people out of 
the other houses as well. They brought us to the kolkhoz barn, which 
stood a little bit outside the village. My mother and I stood right by 
the locked barn doors, and I could see between the planks of the barn 
wall how they piled up hay against the wall, which they then set on 
fire. When the burning roof caved in the people and people’s clothes 
caught on fire, everybody threw themselves against the doors, which 
broke open. The punitive squad stood around the barn and opened 
fire on the people, who were running in all directions. We made it five 
or six meters from the doors of the barn, then my mom pushed me to 
the ground, and we both lay there. I wanted to get up, but she pressed 
my head down: ’Don’t move, son, lie still.’ Something hit me hard in 
my arm. I was bleeding. I told my mom, but she didn’t answer—she 
was already dead. How long I was lying there, I don’t know. Everything 
around me was burning, even my mother’s clothes had begun to glow. 
Afterwards I realized that the punitive squad had left and the shooting 
had ended, but still I waited awhile before I got up. The barn burned 
down, burned corpses lay all around. Someone moaned: ‘drink ... ‘ I ran, 
brought water, but to no avail, in front of my eyes the Khatyn villagers 
died one after another. Terrible, painful deaths. ... Among the people 
who were in the barn only five remained alive.

Anders Rudling, ‘The Khatyn Massacre in Belorussia: A Historical Controversy  
Revisited’, The Holocaust and Genocide Study, http://www.templerodefshalom. 

org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Rudling-PA.-The-Khatyn-Massacre.pdf

Ukrainians civilians from Kovel 
taken to Germany to work as 
slave labourers (Ostarbeiter) 

(1942). Ostarbeiter was a term 
used by Nazi Germany to 

name foreign slave workers 
assembled in occupied Central 

and Eastern Europe. Initially, 
Ukrainian Ostarbeiters went to 
Nazi Germany voluntarily and 

from mid-spring 1942 they 
were transported there by force. 

A total of three to five million 
people were sent to Germany 

during the Second World 
War, more than two million of 

them Ukrainians working in 
agriculture, mining, steelmaking 

and military factories.  
Encyclopedia of Ukraine
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An excerpt from 
a testimony of Miron 
Erastovitch Abramov, 
Ukraine.

I’m not sure anymore exactly when the Germans came, maybe in 
October. Anyway, life went on. We made suitcases and sold them at 
the market. Our earnings were meagre, but somehow we could live 
off what we made. In April, the Germans conducted a raid at one of 
the markets. They didn’t lay a hand on my mother, but I was arrested 
and hauled off to Germany. They brought us to Germany, to a labour 
camp in Weimar. And that’s how I became a slave labourer and an 
’Ostarbeiter’ in Germany. We worked in what had been an agricultural 
equipment factory, but they were producing canons there at the time. 
I was assigned to a German as an apprentice – lathe operator is what 
they called it. After all, I had completed the ninth grade so I could figure 
out a bit from the diagrams I was shown. We made screws and the like 
there. At the labour camp, I gradually made friends with some of the 
comrades on the bunk beds near mine. These bunk beds had upper 
and lower berths, and not just wooden planks – real beds. Little by 
little, we began talking about the conditions, the war, the front. These 
were the topics we were interested in. That’s how we began to get 
involved…it was an underground organisation of people on our side, 
I guess you would call it that way. Pavel Korotkov from Kyiv was also 
in this camp, but he wasn’t in our group. And there, he was hanged in 
the camp jus for admitting to having been a member of Komsomol‘ 
(communist youth organisation). I was its member, too, though I didn’t 
tell anyone about it. But I did have a 10-rouble banknote on me, the 
Soviet currency with a portrait of Lenin on it. My thinking was: ’When 
I’m liberated, I’ll have a portrait of Lenin with me‘. At the time, there 
weren’t any portraits of Lenin anymore. I was very proud to have one 
in my possession.

ExErcisEs: 

Look at  the photographs,  read the texts  
and answer the fol lowing quest ions:
–  How did German soldiers treat Soviet partisans?
–  Why did they organise their public execution?
–  In what circumstances did the massacre of villagers in Khatyn, Belarus take place? 
–  What was the direct pretext of the Germans for organising the penal expedition to Khatyn?
–  How were the villagers murdered?
–  What did Ostarbeiter mean? Who were the forced labourers and how were they recruited for work? 
–  How does Miron Erastovitch Abramov recall his forced labour in Germany?

Search for addit ional  information and think:
–  How did the Soviet partisans appear and operate?
–  From what circles were they recruited? What actions did they take against the Germans?
–  How did the Germans fight Soviet partisans? Who assisted them? 
–  What repression was applied towards civilians supporting the partisans?
–  What were the losses of the Soviet civilian population during the war?
–  What significance did slave labour from Eastern Europe have for the German economy?
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